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This journal publishes articles in EngLish, French or 
German in aLL branches of mathematics under the head- 
ings "Main ArticLes" and "Mathematical Notes": 
Main Articles: These may be (I) original research at[i- 
des, (II) surveys, (III) expository essays, (IV) histori- 
cal studies concerning 19th and 20th century mathe- 
matics. 
Mathematical Notes: These are shorter articles con- 
taining new results, new proofs of known theorems or 
novel points of view. 
Other material Like Literature surveys, Letters to the edi- 
tor etc. wiLL be published if and when suitable materi- 
aL becomes avaiLabLe. 
Editorial policy 
Our aim is to publish papers of interest o a wide math- 
ematical audience, such as expository articles that 
make research results more widely accessible, and 
papers on topics with fairly broad appeaL. Main articles 
must be written in such a way that a research student 
interested in the topic of the paper can read them prof- 
itably. Mathematical notes can be at a sLightLy higher 
Level CLarity of exposition, accuracy of details and the 
relevance and interest of the subject matter wiLL be the 
decisive factors in our acceptance ofan article for pub- 
Lication. ALL papers are refereed. 
Submission of manuscripts 
Authors should either mail three hard copies of the 
manuscript, or send by electronic mail a .ps or .pdf 
version, to the Managing Editor. Once the article is 
accepted, the author must provide three hard copies of 
a camera-ready final version; no gaLLey proofs wilt be 
sent to the author, i.e. the final version received by us 
wiLL be the one published. 
ArticLes written in a Language other than EngLish 
should be accompanied by a short abstract in EngLish. 
For further details concerning the preparation of 
manuscripts consult "Instructions to authors" 
Instructions to authors see the journaL's home page 
http://www.eLsevier-deutschLa nd.de/expomath 
Offprints 
Fifty (50) offprints of each paper are supplied free of 
charge. Issues or additional offprints wiLL be provided 
against payment. 
Copyright 
Submission of a manuscript implies that the submitted 
work has not been published before (except as part of 
a thesis or Lecture note or report, or in the form of an 
abstract); that it is not under consideration for pubLi- 
cation elsewhere; that its publication has been 
approved by aLL co-authors as welt as by the authorities 
at the institute where the work has been carried out; 
that written permission of copyright holders was 
obtained by the authors for material used from other 
copyrighted sources; that, if and when the manuscript 
is accepted for publication, the authors hand over the 
transferable copyrights of the accepted manuscript to 
the publisher; and that the manuscript or parts there- 
of wiLL thus not be published elsewhere in any Language 
without he consent of the copyright holder. Copyrights 
include, without spatial or timeLy Limitation, the 
mechanicaL, electronic and visual reproduction and dis- 
tribution; electronic storage and retrievaL; and aLL other 
forms of electronic pub[ication or any other types of 
publication including aLL subsidiary rights. 
